Physiology and Pharmacology of Positive Reinforcement.
An original concept of a two-stage mechanism of positive reinforcement is proposed. The first stage, "virtual" reinforcement, is formed in parallel with the action result acceptor when the result is still not achieved. At this stage, the importance of the planned result and the probability of its achievement are assessed. The greater are these indices, the stronger is "virtual" reinforcement. Hypothetically, the "virtual" reinforcement is mediated by dopamine release from nerve terminals in the mesencephalon. The "real" reinforcement (the second stage) occurs after achievement of the result. Probably, an important role in the mechanisms of the "real" reinforcement is given to endogenous opioids, cannabinoids, and GABA. Based on the advanced hypothesis on interaction between the central and peripheral subdivisions of the corresponding neurochemical systems, the review focuses on possibility of pharmacological intervention into the mechanisms of positive reinforcement by modifying activity of the peripheral opioid and dopamine receptors with the ligands that cannot cross blood-brain barrier.